
extraordinary

ARTISAN-CRAFTED 
ACCENTS

for every room in your home



A single artisan-crafted accent—a chandelier,  
art print, or hand-knotted rug—can become the 
inspiration for truly exceptional interior design.  

Let our designers help you find that one extraordinary 
accent and unlock the design possibilities within its 

colors, patterns, materials, and textures.  

Let them take you through our Design Center to see  
the quality of our accents up close. Send them an image 

you love, and they’ll build a 3D room plan around it. 

This magazine begins your journey through the variety of 
handcrafted accents that we offer, and the materials and 

craftsmanship that make each one truly extraordinary.  

the design journey of  
an entire room begins with  

ONE  
EXTRAORDINARY 

ACCENT

FA ROO Q K ATHWA R I 
CH A IR M A N & CEO
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country
Embrace handcrafted spirit and homestyle design

Comfy touches always within reach. Inviting spaces with nature-inspired 
colors, fibers, and décor that are forever in season. A country home is  
an all-year-long backdrop for family gathering, front-porch chats with 
friends, and evenings spent making memories with the ones you love.
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SAVE UP TO 
20%* 

ON EVERY THING 

UP TO 36 MONTHS 
 FINANCING §

SEE BACK FOR DETAILS.



pillows &  
   throws

Style your space for homespun 

comfort with plush throws and  

a bounty of pillows in a mélange  

of color and texture.
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handcrafted 
florals

Whether you’re looking for  

a vibrant pop of color for 

your table or a beautiful 

palette to guide the rest of 

your room, our florals help 

you bring your favorite piece 

of the outdoors in, no matter 

the season.
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Making arrangements

cultivate an 
unfading garden

Let your space change with the seasons, or design 

a room that’s evergreen with lively hues. Our faux 

florals are arranged by hand with hand-curled 

petals in hand-painted colors to inspire indoor 

spaces that feel like the great outdoors.
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classic
Combine the world’s best techniques and aesthetics  
in a space that’s all yours

Rich, contrasting colors and metallic hints; global touches 
underfoot and on every surface; exquisite details that pay 
tribute to yesteryear. Let timeless traditions and cues from 
around the world come together in a space that shows  
you understand tradition—and how to make it your own.
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SAVE UP TO 
20%* 

ON EVERY THING 

UP TO 36 MONTHS 
 FINANCING §

SEE BACK FOR DETAILS.



EXPLORE 
OUR LIGHTING 
COLLECTIONS 
to find your favorite.

lighting 
 collectıons
      Profiles that echo Venetian palaces and 

New York speakeasies, finished with 

metallics like antiqued gold and oil-rubbed 

bronze, then dressed in hand-cut crystal or 

brass. Design a life of luxury surrounded by 

our glittering chandeliers, pendants, lamps, 

and all-new sconces. 
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VISUALIZE YOUR RUG 
ONLINE

in one of our sample rooms  
or upload a photo of your own.

handcrafted rugs
 Our classic rugs borrow from traditional patterns to pile on  

the personality in refined spaces. Knotted or woven by hand  

in hues either neutral or bold and crafted from the world’s  

best wools and more, our rugs are meant to last a lifetime.

Our commitment  
to craftspeople

 
We work with the finest 

artisans from regions with 
generations of artisanal 
tradition, championing 

economic opportunity for all, 
plus working conditions  
in which they can thrive. 
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It’s more than just a surface; it’s a style statement 
all its own. Our accent tables are artisan-crafted 
exclusively for Ethan Allen in unique silhouettes 
and materials, then finished in everything from 
hand-applied gold leaf to hand-polished lacquer.

accent
        tables

To craft the tops of our 
Nayeli nesting tables, 

artisans apply multiple 
layers of naturally occurring 

lacquer, water-polishing 
it to perfection before 

applying the next layer.
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Let these homages to global 

history be your muse as you 

design your room. Porcelain’s 

signature white-and-blue 

glaze and culturally inspired 

patterns decorate your  

most elegant spaces.   

Before crafting each of our vases, 
artisans apprentice for as long 
as a decade just to learn the 
underglazing technique.

porcelain
hand-painted

jars
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windows
Drapes balance beauty and function 

by adding color and texture to 

your windows while providing 

both climate and light control, and 

privacy. Customize your drapery’s 

fabric, header style, decorative trim, 

tape, and border; add shades or 

blinds plus drapery hardware to  

cap off the look. Master artisans sew your drapery to order, 
adding custom features like weights so 
that each panel hangs beautifully.
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Hand-painted, hand-sculpted, hand-finished, 

handwoven—hand-craftsmanship shapes every 

accent exclusively created for Ethan Allen.

We travel the world in search of treasures made 

by the finest artisans in existence. Sand-casted 

metal, mouth-blown glass—each piece is 

a showcase of unparalleled skill.

Honoring our own entrepreneurial heritage,  

we prioritize small-business vendors and  

women-owned companies whenever possible.

Above all, we ensure that everything these 

artisans make is worthy of the Ethan Allen name.

extraordinary 

craftsmanship
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coastal
Breathe deeply and let relaxation  
wash over your space

Retreat to your personal escape any time of  
the day or night, surrounded by a palette 
straight from the shore. Add breathable fabrics 
and details plucked from the sea: clamshell-
colored finishes, translucent sea glass, and 
motifs that are as fluid as the waves.

SAVE UP TO 
20%* 

ON EVERY THING 

UP TO 36 MONTHS 
 FINANCING §

SEE BACK FOR DETAILS.



duvet covers, 
shams & more

The colors of sand, sea, and air mixed with favorite patterns bring forth a vision of endless vacations.  

We offer a range of designs and fabrics, from bold, graphic paisleys in 100% cotton sateen to beachy-

hued plaids crafted from 100% woven washed linen, all of which prove that sensational style  

flourishes in relaxing simplicity.
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FIND YOUR PERFECT 
MATTRESS
Take our quiz at  

ethanallen.com/sleepsurvey.



  

bedding basics
Design your bedroom around your definition of relaxation. We offer down duvet inserts in summer, 

winter, and all-year warmths, hypoallergenic down alternatives, and pillows in your choice of firmness. 

Our bedding can help you feel good on the inside, too: Many of our options are eco-friendly. 

Treat yourself to Hungarian white goose down bedding 

filled with RDS-certified down for unsurpassed loft  

and coziness. Its shell is woven from a blend of organic 

cotton and Tencel® lyocell, a renewable fiber crafted from 

sustainable wood pulp. Choose from three comforter 

warmths and three pillow firmness options.

Introducing our NEW Australian Wool Reversible  
Mattress Pad
Warm and cozy 100% merino wool for cold winter nights 

reverses to 100% cotton for summer, enabling year-

round temperature regulation. A naturally breathable, 

hypoallergenic, and luxurious sleep experience. 
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It begins with a stunning 3D room plan  

that you and your designer create. 

Our designers can craft a space around your 

favorite accents or help you find that defining 

piece that’s “totally you.” Then, you’ll select 

complementing fabrics, leathers, and finishes 

together, creating a just-for-you space you’ll 

love coming home to every day. 

Online, at your home, or in the Design 

Center—our service is always offered at  

no additional charge to you. 

extraordinary 

personal 
service meets 
powerful 3D 
technology

ALREADY HAVE A SPECIAL ACCENT 
PIECE THAT INSPIRES YOU? SEND 
INSPIRATION IMAGES AND A FEW 
MEASUREMENTS TO A DESIGNER,  
AND WE’LL DESIGN THE ROOM OF 

YOUR DREAMS IN 3D.
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modern
Rooted in design principles, but bold enough  
to break the mold

In a modern space, clean-lined furniture creates  
a canvas for your artistic side; livable forms and  
fabrics let you enjoy your creativity all day long.  
Curate a collection of abstract prints, bold colors,  
and industrial metallics, or let a single visually  
striking piece be the center of attention.
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SAVE UP TO 
20%* 

ON EVERY THING 

UP TO 36 MONTHS 
 FINANCING §

SEE BACK FOR DETAILS.



Let artwork that speaks to 

you guide your room’s mood, 

textures, and palette; paint  

a harmonious scene using  

its details as a framework. 

TRY OUR CUSTOM 

FRAME STUDIO for 

even more options. 

Choose a piece of our 

custom artwork or 

upload a meaningful 

photo, then choose  

your favorite frame  

to transform any wall 

into the focal point  

of your room.

artwork
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the

luxury
 vinyl flooring

NEW

Build a foundation for timeless design on quality that stands the test  

of time. Our Luxury Vinyl Flooring, available in a range of curated finishes 

and widths, installs over virtually any surface in a snap. 

Experience the ease,  
convenience, and  
professionalism of  

Ethan Allen’s  
white-glove delivery.

“The delivery team was  
right on time—fast and  

incredibly professional.”

—Julie P., Kennesaw, GA

PREVIEW YOUR FLOORING
in one of our sample rooms or upload a 

photo of your own to our online visualizer.
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@SHERRI.ROSSLAND@JILL.TANNEHILL-SHAW@KELLY.NOWAK.INTERIORS

@THEODORAJANEWEBB @LAUREN.RACOWSKY.DESIGNER

@TADB_ETHANALLENRM@YASMINEHASAN.DESIGN@YIN.RUBIN

IT ’S OUR BIRTHDAY! #E ACELEBR ATES90
It’s a design party, and you’re invited; show off your style-tastic #EthanAllenDesign wins.  

Share your images and tag them @ethanallen for the chance to be featured on our website!

*Spend up to $2499, Save 15%; Spend $2500 or More, Save 20%: Discounts are taken off our regular prices. Prior reductions may have been taken. Excludes clearance items, wallcoverings, 
adjustable bed bases, and Outdoor Estate, which is 20% off regardless of amount spent. Offer cannot be applied to prior purchases, pending deliveries, sales tax, shipping and delivery charges, 
gift cards, furniture replacement parts, or furniture protection plans and cannot be combined with any other savings offers, sales, discounts, coupons, or promotions except applicable financing 
offers. Offer ends March 31, 2022.   
 
§Restrictions apply. Ask a designer or visit ethanallen.com/platinum for details.
All information is current as of March 1, 2022, and is subject to change without notice. We are not responsible for typographical errors. Please visit a Design Center or ethanallen.com for sale 
details and current information. Prices and services are optional for each retailer. All items may not be displayed at every Design Center. Final products may vary from display. Certain names and 
marks are proprietary and owned by Ethan Allen Global, Inc. ©2022 Ethan Allen Global, Inc. Danbury, CT. All rights reserved. Printed in USA (A).    


